TAG AVIATION RECEIVES EBAA’S DIAMOND
SAFETY OF FLIGHT AWARD AT EBACE 2018
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TAG Aviation (UK) Ltd and TAG Aviation SA are pleased to announce that they have been
honoured with the European Business AviationAssociation’s (EBAA) Diamond Safety of
Flight Award at a special event held during the 2018 European Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition (EBACE18) which took place in Geneva Switzerland last month.
Diamond status is the highest safety award to be presented by the EBAA to member
companies operating business aircraft that surpass 50 years, or over 100,000 hours, of safe
flying. Such recognition highlights TAG Aviation Europe’s ongoing commitment to making
safety a number one priority.
“TAG Aviation is proud to once again receive this achievement for safety from the EBAA.
Ensuring the safety and wellbeing of our customers is at the heart of what we do, alongside
our diligent attention to security and safe operations which is embodied throughout the
entire TAG culture”, said Graham Williamson, President Aircraft Management and Charter
Services, TAG Aviation Europe. “We regularly review oursafety processes both in the UK
and in Geneva to ensure we are implementing best practice and encourage ongoing
dialogue between our pilots, crews, operations staff and senior management teams.”
“The EBAA aims to promote the best practices in Safety in Business Aviation acrossEurope”, said
Robert Baltus, Chief Operating Officer, European Business Aviation Association. “Ultimately we
see safety as the number one priority in our businessand it stands at the core of what the EBAA
represents. Therefore, the EBAA is delighted to recognise the efforts of TAG Aviation, crossing the
100,000 accident-free hours mark is a milestone in itself. We wish TAG many more safe flighthours in the future.”
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